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Step 3:
Slide the Flag over the first two flexible poles 
leaving the end of the pole exposed to attach to 
the rigid poles

FLAG BANNER 
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

2 Different Size rigiD poleS

2 Different Size flexible poleS

1 lawn Spike

1 flag Clip anD bungee 

1 blaCk nylon Storage CaSe

(Flag not included with pole & spike kit)

ContentS:

Step 1:
Insert the lawn spike into the ground.
Note: Keep the spike as vertical as possible for the best display 
of the banner. Use a rubber mallet or a hammer to assist in driving 
the spike into the ground, be careful not to strike the swivel post. 
Striking the swivel post may damage the bearing not allowing the 
flag to swivel with the wind or striking it may dent the post and 
not allow the flag pole to properly slide onto the swivel post.

Step 2:
Attach the two flexible poles by inserting the 
larger hollow metal collar over the smaller solid 
metal collar

Step 4:
Attach the two rigid poles together in the same 
manner as the flexible poles

Step 5:
Attach the rigid poles to the flexible poles by 
inserting the flexible poles into the rigid pole’s collar.

Step 6:
Slide the flag all the way down the rigid poles.

Step 7:
Attach the bungee and clip to the grommets at 
bottom of the flag banner’s pole pocket.

Step 8:
Pull the flag down the rest of the way till you are 
able to attach the bungee clip onto the flange
Note: The top two flexible poles will bend, giving the flag 
banner its shape

Slide the largest diameter rigid pole onto the 
ground spike’s swivel post
Note: Due to temperature and manufacturing variances the pole 
will slide onto the post somewhere between 50 & 100%. 50% is 
more than enough as long as the pole is snug it will not come off 
during use. DO NOT force the pole on as this will cause it to be 
very difficult to separate the pieces later.
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Step 2:
Open fill plug on the round water bag and fill with 
water or sand.

FLAG BANNER 
CROSS BASE ANd wATER BAG

1 CroSS baSe 1 rounD water bagContentS:

Step 1: 
Spread legs of cross base out and set on floor 
with post pointing up. 

Step3:
Securely close the fill plug. 

Step 4:
Place filled water bag over the cross base to 
stabilize base. 

Step 5:
Slide Flag Banner pole onto cross base post.
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